Compass Chair dimensions

User dimensions (inches) | R310 size 1 | R320 size 2 | R330 size 3 | R340 size 4 | R350 size 5
---|---|---|---|---|---
Height | 36 – 43 | 43 – 48 | 48 – 55 | 55 – 63 | 63+
Knee to heel | 9 – 11 | 10½ – 12½ | 12½ – 14½ | 14½ – 16½ | 16½ – 18½

Key user dimension: height
The user's overall height is a general guide to help you select the appropriate chair. Choose the model that allows for growth.

Important: Make sure that seat width, depth, and height are adequate for each user, and that the user’s weight does not exceed the maximum weight recommended.

Item dimensions (inches) | R310 | R320 | R330 | R340 | R350
---|---|---|---|---|---
Seat height | 9½, 10, 11 | 10½, 11½, 12½ | 12½, 13½, 14½ | 14½, 15½, 16½ | 16½, 17½, 18½
Seat depth | 9½ | 11 | 12½ | 14 | 16½
Seat width | 10½ | 12½ | 14 | 16½ | 18½
Backrest height | 9½ | 11 | 12½ | 14 | 16
Armrest height above the seat | 5½ | 6 | 7 | 8½ | 8½
Armrest length | 6½ | 7½ | 8½ | 9½ | 11
Max. working load (lbs) | 100 | 120 | 175 | 220 | 250

2019 order form
Use dimension chart to select appropriate size.

| Item | R310 size 1 | R320 size 2 | R330 size 3 | R340 size 4 | R350 size 5 |
---|---|---|---|---|---|
Compass chair | R311 | $300 | R321 | $325 | R331 | $350 | R341 | $375 | R351 | $400 |
Seat belt | R312 | $40 | R312 | $40 | R332 | $40 | R342 | $40 | R342 | $40 |
Stability feet | R316 | $60 | R316 | $60 | R316 | $60 | R316 | $60 | R316 | $60 |
Total | R310 | $_____ | R320 | $_____ | R330 | $_____ | R340 | $_____ | R350 | $_____ |

* Required